
pathways march 8 11 notes.txt
Safe Pathways Meeting on March 8, 2011 7:00 pm

1--  Call meeting to order
2--  Ask for minutes...(motion to approve..second...any further discussion...all in 
favor)
3--  Agenda...
 
Update on trails: Bob / Dianna  
  *  Wes Goss phoned Susie last month while she was gone, asking for copies of the 
map, to have available when the stand opens.
  * Bob could you touch base with him ?
  * Any plans for a trail clearing day or workshop?
  
  Is Judy Larter leading the "Monday Morning Walks" in April?  Catherine/Bob?

Susie and I meet with Planning Board 3-7-11 last night,.Last time they wanted 
answers to questions, but they didn't have any ? 
** Does any resident apossed the pathway on their property.   Except for the one 
that died 3 weeks later, and Mary's concerns no. It was a good laugh.
** Do we have a plan/fund to do repairs in the future should it need it? No, but nor
does any sidewalk in town.
** Will the teachers at the school be do field trips to the library once it is 
completed? We will not be monitoring/regularating who uses the pathway
** Is it a sidewalk? No, it is a pathway thatl wanders, leaving 2 -4 or more feet 
from the side of road with no curbing.
** What do you want from us? Your blessing, or at you will not act like you have not
heard of this before and throw tomatoes at us at the Town Meeting
** Will the residents be responsible for keeping it clear of snow. No, it is a 
seasonal pathway. Just like the sidewalks in town that no one maintence.
** Where will the pathway cross 113? In front of town hall or on the other side of 
Mary's mailbox
** We are taking the path of least resentions. Where ever that takes us. They 
laughed.
** $6,000 will cover the engineering only. 
I guess that we can say we have the support of Planning as long as we don't touch 
any stonewalls or trees! 

Any old business?....
New business?
  * Hopefully, we will be on the agena for Parks & Recreation next week to get them 
on board
  * Confirm next meeting April 12th.
  * What should be on the agenda for April?

Motion to adjourn!
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